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Ormond Gigli, celebrated American photographer of 20th century icons, passed away December 2019. Born in 1925, in New York City, 
Gigli’s professional career spanned over 75 years. Gigli was one of the most prolific and sought after commercial photographers of the 20th 
century, with significant work in theatre, film, dance, fashion, portraiture, and travel. Gigli captured portraits of JFK, Sophia Loren, Louis 
Armstrong, among many others, and created the historic, mid-century fashion art image “Girls in the Windows”. Sohn Fine Art is proud to 
present this infamous piece as well as never-before-seen black and white photographs printed by the artist in the darkroom in the memorial 
exhibition, “Untold Stories”. A cateexhibition, “Untold Stories”. A catered reception, celebrating the artist’s life, will take place on August 22nd. In order to maintain safety 
according to the state’s event guidelines please contact the gallery to learn more about the event details and reserve your attendance as 
space is limited.

Sohn Fine Art is honored to have been an integral part of Gigli’s late-career and delighted to have the opportunity to hold his memorial 
celebration. In 2019, at age 94, Gigli made his last public appearance at Sohn Fine Art. He gave an artist talk featuring the story behind 
Girls in the Windows and signed copies of his book, Girls in the Windows and Other Stories. With a full house, he received a well-deserved 
standing ovation. The artist has since passed, but the lives he touched and his lifetime of works live on. This featured show is more than an 
exhibition of pexhibition of photography, it is an homage to Gigli’s life as a photographer. In addition to the unique vintage silver gelatins printed by the 
artist, the gallery will be set up as if you are walking into his studio where viewers can catch a glimpse into his creative process. Hand marked 
contact sheets are accompanied by the equipment he used to create his art. This includes his personal 8/10 camera as well as his c100 
Hasselblad and favorite 120mm lens, lights, umbrellas, camera cases, and film backs.

Gigli’s creative career as a photographer began in Naval Intelligence on the admiral’s ship in WWII. Gigli processed the film taken over 
Europe making prints for navel intelligence. He trained in commercial photography in New York going to school and working for the day’s 
top photographers and designers. Working in Paris as young man, an assignment from Life magazine jumpstarted his career, catapulting him 
into early success shooting for world-leading magazines Paris Match, Saturday Evening Post, Ladies Home Journal, Colliers, Time and 
Newsweek. Developing a reputation for his work in theatre and film, he captured Broadway hits Funny Girl, Damn Yankees, The Pajama 
Game and Oh, CalcuGame and Oh, Calcutta! Leading actors Barbra Streisand, Gwen Verdon, Marlene Dietrich as well as Frank Langella, Peter O’Toole and 
Richard Burton all sat in front of Gigli’s lens. As a prolific fashion photographer, Gigli worked with designers Halston and Norma Kamali and 
covered fashion for Time magazine and Newsweek throughout the late 60s and 70s. The Gigli Lighting was a true signature of his style. He 
designed and built his own beauty/fashion light that he then used over the decades to produce a luxuriously soft feel.

As his career expanded into portraiture, his iconic images marked the tipping point of a cultural era. He created intimate and revealing 
images of JFK, RFK, Glenn Gould, William de Kooning, Marcel Duchamp, and Gianni Versace, as well as official portraits of King Umberto II 
of Italy, King Faisal of Saudi Arabia, and Princess Elizabeth of Yugoslavia. His ability to connect with and put his subject at ease during 
complicated, sometimes uncomfortable situations was characteristic of his style as much was the technical prowess of his camerawork and 
lighting. When traveling to Portugal, he rounded out his varied and rich career as a photographic journalist, creating photos of bullfighters in 
Spain and a deep and expansive poSpain and a deep and expansive portrayal of the gypsies in Portugal.
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At the center of his successful oeuvre stands his best-known photograph, “Girls in the Windows”, taken in NYC in 1960. The image was 
conceived by Gigli and defined his artistic vision. Ground breaking in its unique and innovative approach, it depicts 43 fashionable women 
standing in the windows of a New York City brownstone that was across the street from his studio on 58th street between 1st and 2nd 
Avenues. Though that image took only a few hours to conceive and photograph, it is one of the most well-known photographic images of the 
20th century. 

His monogHis monograph, Girls in the Windows and Other Stories, was released in November 2013 by powerHouse Books. Signed copies are 
available at the Gallery. 

ABOUT SOHN FINE ART

Sohn Fine ASohn Fine Art was founded in 2011, by photographer, Cassandra Sohn. The Gallery specializes in showing primarily contemporary 
photography and is dedicated to the development, promotion and exhibition of innovative contemporary artworks by international and local 
artists. Sohn Fine Art exhibits Sohn's work and represents emerging and living artists. It is the company's mission to promote broader 
understanding of, and community engagement with photographic mediums through exhibitions, lectures and workshops. Sohn Fine Art's 
MASTER ARTIST SERIES Program hosts world class photographers in the Berkshires annually. The goal of this program is to offer unique 
experiences with aexperiences with artists in the top of their fields to patrons and collectors of photography, as well as professional and aspiring photographers 
and artists.

In addition to the Gallery, visit Sohn Fine Art for your fine art printing and framing needs. Sohn Fine Art offers custom, one-on-one service 
with attention to detail, using only archival materials. Utilizing pigmented inks and the highest resolution and widest gamut printer available, 
Sohn Fine Art produces stunning works of color and B&W exhibition quality pigment prints (also known as giclee prints) on a wide range of 
archival fine art and photographic papers including watercolor, canvas, glossy, matte, pearl, luster, rags, silver rags, large variety of fabrics, 
reusable adreusable adhesive vinyls, and transparencies. Sohn Fine Art showcases innovative & contemporary framing designs as well as traditional 
framing empathetic to older artworks. Framing options are available from affordable to high end in a variety of materials that fit your style 
and budge at any size.

The education department hosts unique photographic workshops taught by world renowned photographers. We give both local and visiting 
students the opportunity to learn photography and its range of mediums directly from the talented photographers the company represents.

Cassandra Sohn, the owner of Sohn Fine Art, is a fine art and freelance photographer and exhibits her work internationally. She is available 
for commercial and editorial work, as well as portraits, events and weddings. Sohn teaches photography at local schools and colleges as 
well as through her company's art & education program.

Follow Sohn Fine Art on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SohnFineArt/ and on Instagram @sohnfineart
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